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FINDING YOUR LION

Each one of the Lions of Voltron has a unique bond with their Paladin. That bond is chosen because of the individual strengths of the Paladin.

So clearly Blue is the *cool* lion.

...no.

In fact no one lion is better than any of the others. Each of them is unique and powerful *because* of their differences.
WHAT KIND OF LION WOULD YOU PILOT?

Think about your unique strengths as a Paladin, and imagine what kind of lion might be your perfect match.

HOW DO YOU BUILD RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER PEOPLE?

Lance is often the one to bring some needed lightness to a conversation. Hunk shows affection through cooking. Shiro knows how to help others see their strengths. What about you?

HOW DO YOU THINK ABOUT THE WORLD?

Are you someone who goes to explore the problem first hand like Keith, or maybe you think about things like a system, like Pidge? Or something else completely!

HOW DO YOU OVERCOME CHALLENGES?

When the going gets tough, can others count on your loyalty like Hunk? Are you always good for an inspiring speech like Shiro? How to you answer the tough moments?
You see, if the lions were all the same, they wouldn’t be able to form Voltron, the most powerful defender of the universe!

Get together with the Paladins on your own team, and make a list of all of the strengths your own Voltron has when your individual lions are combined.
THE COALITION

Even though Voltron is powerful all on its own, sometimes the biggest battles take even bigger teams. That’s when it’s time to form a Coalition.

Think about your community. Outside of your fellow Paladins, who is there to help you? Do you have your very own Coran?

What about other groups you could team up with, like the Blade of Marmora?

What resources are available to you? Do you have happen to have a castle that can travel across the galaxies? No? Oh, well, that’s alright, I’m sure you have something just as good!

PALADIN PALS

OTHER TEAMS FOR THE COALITION

RESOURCES WE HAVE
Good luck, Paladins! With the strength of your team and the combined power of your coalition, I know you can defeat whatever battle you may be facing!